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Abstract. Detailed query histories often contain a precise picture of a
person’s life, including sensitive and personally identiﬁable information.
As sanitization of such logs is an unsolved research problem, commercial Web search engines that possess large datasets of this kind at their
disposal refrain from disseminating them to the wider research community. Ironically, studies examining privacy in search often require detailed
search logs with user proﬁles. This paper builds on an observation that
information needs are also expressed in the form of questions in online
Community Question Answering (CQA) communities. We take a step
towards understanding the process of formulating queries from questions to form a basis for automatic derivation of search logs from CQA
forums. Speciﬁcally, we sample natural language (NL) questions spanning
diverse themes from the StackExchange platform, and conduct a largescale conversion experiment where crowdworkers submit search queries
they would use when looking for equivalent information. We also release
a dataset of 7,000 question-query pairs from our study.

1

Introduction

Background. Commercial Web search engines refrain from disseminating
detailed user search histories, as they may contain sensitive and personally identiﬁable information1 . Studies examining privacy in search, however, require extensive search logs with user proﬁles to examine the sensitive semantics of queries
or the topical distribution of user interests [1,5,6,8,16].
While there exist a number of public search query logs, none of them contain
detailed user histories. Relevant among these, the TREC Sessions Track 2014
data [7] has 148 users, 4.5k queries, and about 17k relevance judgments. There
are roughly ten sessions per user, where each session is usually a set of reformulations. Such collections with just a couple of queries per user are inadequate
1
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for driving research in privacy, especially research that focuses on topical proﬁling. The 2014 Yandex collection [15] is useful for evaluating personalization
algorithms. However, to protect the privacy of Yandex users, every query term
is replaced by a numeric ID. This anonymization strategy makes semantic interpretation impossible and may be a reason why this collection has not received
widespread adoption in privacy studies. Interpretability of log contents is vital
for understanding privacy threats [5,6,8].
Motivated by the lack of public query logs with rich user proﬁles, Biega
et al. [5] synthesized a query log from the StackExchange platform2 – a collection of CQA subforums on a multitude of topics. Queries in the synthetic
log were derived from users’ information needs posed as natural language questions. A collection like this has three advantages. First, it enables creation of rich
user proﬁles by stitching queries derived from questions asked by the same user
across diﬀerent topical forums. Second, since it is derived from explicitly public
resources created by users under the StackExchange terms of service (allowing
reuse of data for research purposes), it escapes the ethical pitfalls intrinsic to
dissemination of private user data. Third, CQA forums contain questions and
assessments of relevance in the form of accepted answers from the same user,
which is vital for the correct interpretation of query intent [2,9]. Other signals
like similar queries and reformulations can also be simulated with related questions and duplicates, available on most CQA forums.
Contributions. We take a step towards better automatic question-query derivation methods to improve on the approach taken by Biega et al. [5] where queries
are constructed by choosing a random number of terms with highest TF-IDF
scores. An accurate approach like this would enable the creation of high-quality
search collections down the road. We make the following contributions: (1)
We conduct a large-scale user study where crowdworkers convert questions to
queries, controlling for several biases; (2) We provide insights from the collected
data that could drive strategies for automatic conversion at scale and be used
to derive synthetic search collections for privacy studies; (3) We release 7, 000
question-query pairs collected from the study3 .

2

Setting up the User Study

Filtering Subforums. We used the StackExchange dump4 from March 2018
with data for more than 150 diﬀerent subforums. We are interested in textual
questions in English and thus exclude forums primarily dealing with programming, mathematics, and other languages. Moreover, we want to avoid highlyspecialized forums as an average AMT user may not have the background knowledge to generate queries for niche domains. We thus excluded all subforums with
2
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less than 100 questions, as a proxy for expression of a critical mass of interest,
leaving us with a total of 75 subforums.
Sampling Questions. As a proxy for questions being understandable by users,
we choose only those that have an answer accepted by the question author, and
with at least ﬁve other answers provided. Under this constraint, we ﬁrst sample
50 subforums from the 75 acceptable ones to have high diversity in question
topics. Next, we draw 100 questions from each of these subforums, producing a
sample of 5000 questions to be used as an input in the main study.
Setup. We recruited a total of 100 AMT Master workers5 who had an approval
rate of over 95%, to ensure quality of annotations. A unit task, i.e., an AMT
HIT (Human Intelligence Task) consisted of converting fifty NL questions to
Web queries to capture user-specific querying traits (thirty in our pilot study).
Since this is signiﬁcant eﬀort expected to require more than an hour’s work
at a stretch, we paid $9 per HIT ($6 in our pilot, owing to fewer questions).
The workers (Turkers) were given three hours to complete a HIT, while the
actual average time taken turned out to be 1.6 h. This is about two minutes per
question, which we deem as a reasonable time required for understanding the
intent of a typical CQA question that often has a few hundred words.
Guidelines. Guidelines were kept to a minimum to avoid biasing participants
towards certain query formulation behavior: they only stated the requirement
of building a search query aimed at retrieving equivalent information as the
source question. We provided ﬁve examples to better illustrate the task, that
were meant to cover the various ways of arriving at a reasonable query. To build
queries, we allowed workers to: (i) select exact words from the text of the question, (ii) modify question words (‘use’ → ‘using’ ), or, (iii) use their own words
to clarify the information need. These cases were not made explicit, but communicated by coloring words in the text and the query. Questions were presented
as follows (some choices aimed at avoiding title bias, see Sect. 3.2):
[Subf orum name] T itle Body
Each question was a concatenation of the StackExchange post title and its body,
preﬁxed with the subforum name of the post for context. The main task was
accompanied by a demographic survey to help us understand if such features
inﬂuence how people formulate queries.
Pilot Study. We tested the setup with a pilot containing ﬁve HITs with 30
questions each. The average query length came out to be 5.7 words with a standard deviation of 2.4 words. Out of the 150 questions in total, the forum name
was included in the corresponding query 33 times. In nine of such cases, the
subforum name was not present in the title or body of the question, which suggests that the presence of the subforum name is important in disambiguating
the context. Most query words were chosen from the title, although title words
are often repeated in the body of the question. Workers used their own words
5
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or words modiﬁed from the question 47 times. These results suggest that participants generally understood the instructions, and gave us the conﬁdence that
this setup can be used in the main study.

3

Conducting the User Study

Data Collection. In the main study, we asked 100 AMT users to convert 5000
questions to queries (50/Turker). Users who participated in control studies were
not allowed to take part again, to avoid familiarity biases arising from such repetition. Guidelines were kept the same as in the pilot study. The mean query
length was now 6.2 words: this reﬂects high complexity in the underlying information needs, and in turn, interesting research challenges for methods aiming
at automated conversion strategies for query log derivation. Key features of
the ﬁnal dataset include: (i) question topics spanning 50 diﬀerent subforums of
StackExchange, and (ii) question-query pairs grouped by annotator IDs, making
the testbed suitable for analyzing user-speciﬁc query formulation.
3.1

Analysis

We looked into three aspects of question-query pairs when trying to discriminate
between words that are selected for querying, and those that are not.
Position. We measured relative positions of query and non-query words in the
question, and found that a major chunk (60%) of the query words originate
from the ﬁrst 10% of the question. The next 10% of the question contributes
an additional 17% of words to the query; the remaining 80% of the question,
in a gently diminishing manner, produce the remaining 13% of the query. This
is a typical top-heavy distribution, suggesting humans conceptualize the core
content of the information need ﬁrst and gradually add speciﬁcations or conditions of intent [13,14] towards the end. Notably, even the last 10% of the
question contains 2.78% of the query, suggesting that we cannot disregard tail
ends of questions. Finally, note that the title is positioned at the beginning of
the question (Sect. 3.2), and alone accounts for 57% of the query. Title words,
however, do repeat in the body. Further inspection reveals that only 12% of
the query mass is comprised of words that appear exclusively in the title, signifying importance of the body. We also allowed users to use their own words
in the queries. Our analysis reveals that a substantial 17% of query words fell
into this category. Such aspects of this data pose interesting challenges for query
generative models.
Part-of-Speech (POS). Words play various roles in NL, with a high-level distinction between content words (carrying the core information in a sentence) and
function words (specifying relationships between content words). Web users have
a mental model of what current search engines can handle: most people tend to
drop function words (prepositions, conjunctions, etc.) when issuing queries [4],
perhaps believing those are of little importance in query eﬀectiveness. These
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intuitions are substantiated by our measurements: content words (nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs) account for a total of 79% (47%, 15%, 13%, and 4%,
respectively) of the query, while function words constitute only 21% of the query.
For interpretability, we use the 12 Universal POS tags (UTS)6 . Our ﬁndings partially concur with POS analysis of Yahoo! search queries from a decade back [4]
where nouns and adjectives were observed to be the two most dominant tags;
verbs featured in the seventh position with 2.4%. We believe that diﬀerences in
our scenario can be attributed to more complex information needs that demand
more content words to be present in queries. These insights from the POS analysis of queries can be applied to several tasks, like query segmentation [10].
Frequency. A verbose information need may be characterized by certain recurring units, which prompted us to measure the normalized frequency T Fnorm of
a term t in a question Q, as T Fnorm (t, Q) = T F (t, Q)/len(Q), where len(Q) is
the question length in words. Query terms were found to have a mean T Fnorm
of 0.032, signiﬁcantly higher than that of non-query terms (0.018).
3.2

Control Studies

Title Position Bias. A vital component of any crowdsourced study is to check
if participants are looking for quick workarounds for assigned tasks that would
make it hard for requesters to reject payments, and to control for confounding
biases. In the current study, a major source of bias stems from the fact that a
question is not just a sequence of words but a semi-structured concept (subforum,
title, body.) Web users might be aware that question titles often summarize
questions. Thus, if the structure is apparent to the annotator, they might use
words only from titles without examining the full question content.
To mitigate this concern, we present titles in the same font as the body, and
do not separate them with newlines. Nevertheless, users may still be able to
ﬁgure out that the ﬁrst sentence is indeed the question title. To quantify such
position bias of the title, we used ten HITs (500 questions) as a control experiment
where, unknown to the Turkers, the title was appended as the last sentence in the
question. These 500 questions were also annotated in the usual setup in the main
study. We compare the main and the control studies by measuring how often
users chose words from the ﬁrst and the last sentences (Table 1). Values were
normalized by the length of the question title, as raw counts could mislead the
analysis (longer question titles contribute larger numbers of words to queries).
We make the following observations: (i) in both the main study and the
control, users choose words from titles very often (97% and 84%, respectively), showing similar task interpretation. Note that such high percentages are
acceptable, as question titles typically do try to summarize intent. (ii) Relatively
similar percentages of query words originate from titles in both cases (37.7% vs.
26.1%). (iii) If Turkers were trying to do the task just after skimming the ﬁrst
sentence (which they would perceive as the title), the percentage of words from
6
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the ﬁrst sentence in the control would have been far higher than a paltry 12.2%,
and the last sentence would contribute much lower than 26.1%. We also observed
that in 4.1% of the cases, words were chosen exclusively from the last sentence.
Table 1. Measurements from the position bias control study.
Property

Main study Control study

Times question title word chosen for query 96.6%
37.7%
Question title words in query

83.8%
26.1%

First sentence words in query
Last sentence words in query

12.2%
26.1%

37.7%
9.0%

User Agreement. While the main focus of the study was to construct a sizable
collection of question-query pairs, we were also interested in observing the eﬀect
of individual diﬀerences on query formulation. To this end, we issued ten HITs
(each with ﬁfty questions) completed by three workers each. The validity of the
comparison comes from the experimental design where query construction is
conditioned on a speciﬁc information need. We computed the average Jaccard
similarity coeﬃcient between all pairs of queries (q1 , q2 ) for the same question:
1 ∩q2 |
J(q1 , q2 ) = |q
|q1 ∪q2 | , where q1 and q2 are the sets of words of the compared queries.
We ﬁnd the average overlap to be 0.33; the overlap was observed to typically arise
from the most informative question words, again indicating generally correct task
interpretation. Such query variability has been explored in [3].
3.3

Crowdworker Demographics

We asked about crowdworkers’ gender, age, country of origin, highest educational
degree earned, profession, income, and the frequency of using search engines in
terms of the number of Web queries issued per day (such activity could be correlated with “search expertise”, and this expertise may manifest itself subtly in
the style of the generated queries). From the 100 subjects in our study, coincidentally, female and male participation was exactly 50 : 50. Nearly all workers
lived in the USA except for three who lived in India. We found a weak positive correlation between the query length and age, and found that men formed
slightly longer queries on average (6.56 words, versus 6.15 for women).
3.4

Dataset and Extended Analyses

The annotated dataset (with ﬁelds: study type, anonymous crowdworker ID,
StackExchange user and post IDs, subforum name, post title, post body, and
query) and an extended version of this paper with more analyses and details are
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available online7 . The dataset contains 7, 000 (question, query) pairs in total:
5, 000 from the main study, 500 from the control experiment on title position
bias, and 1, 500 from the control on user agreement.

4

Conclusions

We conducted a user study to provide a better understanding of how humans
formulate queries from information needs described by verbose questions, and
released 7k crowdsourced question-query pairs from 50 domains. Gaining insights
into this process forms an important foundation for automated conversion methods to create rich public search collections useful in privacy studies of proﬁling
and beyond. In addition to such algorithmic conversion, potential future directions include an analysis of the quality of crowdsourced queries [12] for our setup
(such as their potential for retrieval), as well as applying our general methodology to other CQA datasets [11].
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